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Study in English
at a Leading University in Israel!
Bar-Ilan University, ranked among the leading
universities in the world, offers an array of summer
programs, B.A.,M.A., M.Sc., and Ph.D. degrees in English.

BIU is synonymous with
Academic excellence coupled with Jewish tradition
Internationally renowned faculty
Cutting-edge research
Awarded Israel's most beautiful campus
Find out more! Come visit us at Aliya, Masa Israel and Higher Education Fair.
Cape Town: May 22–24
Johannesburg: May 26-30

Visit us at: www.biuinternational.com
or send an email: intl.apply@biu.ac.il to learn more and apply!
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Greetings from
our Chairman
Although we are approaching Pesach, the parasha that seems to be on everyone’s mind is Bereshit,
thanks to the incredible space launch that took place on 22 February 2019. The lunar spacecraft
Beresheet (Genesis) successfully set off for the moon, and we are all bursting with excitement as
we anticipate the lunar landing. This will place Israel in an exclusive group of countries and we are
a fraction of their size. (See the interview with SA lunar program pioneer, Morris Kahn, on page 12)
Around the time of the launch we hosted events in Tel Mond and Ra’anana where we enjoyed a
reading of the book “The Little Spacecraft” for young children. As described in the book, ‘Berrie
is a little spacecraft with a big dream: She wants to go to the Moon! But how will she prove
to everyone else that small can be powerful, too?’ It’s simply incredible to think just how
advanced, innovative and powerful our little country is. We have developed technology
across industries such as aviation, robotics, cybersecurity, pharmaceuticals, and more.
In a similar vein, our 25,000 olim have made impressive contributions to our country
over the last 70 years. The idea of small and powerful applies to our country and
our community.
As our 70th anniversary year comes to an end, I am amazed at the exciting
year we have had and how far we have come. At Telfed, we too are constantly
innovating and pushing the organisation forward. Demand for Telfed’s services
continues to grow: our apartments are at maximum capacity; our social worker,
Aliyah and employment advisors are in high demand; and we received a record
number of applications for scholarships for the current academic year. Our lone
soldier committee has been revived and we created a forum for regular contact with
lone soldiers and machalnikim (overseas volunteers). We have not only managed to
keep our organisation relevant; we have also advanced and transformed.
This is the ﬁrst magazine that we are publishing without our talented editor, Dave Kaplan. I
would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank Dave for his many years of professionalism and
dedication to the Telfed magazine. We are excited to take the ﬁrst steps in a new direction. In this
edition, our contributing writers are themselves olim from South Africa, representing the diversity
of our olim.
Like the Beresheet lunar spacecraft, we, at Telfed, have an adventurous journey ahead. I look
forward to many more exciting projects and to helping more and more Southern Africans feel part
of our amazing home, Israel, bolstered by Telfed's support.
In the ﬁnal edition of our 70th year I want to thank each and every one of you for showing how our
small but powerful community can inspire others. I encourage you to actively participate in the Telfed
family so that together we can continue to strengthen our remarkable country.
Chag Sameach
Batya
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in·no·va·tion

(noun) the action or process of innovating, a new method, idea, product, etc.
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Dear Friends,
Let’s tell it like it is. The majority of us have had an Aliyah gripe (or a few) along the way. It IS an adjustment and
yes... it’s different. But ask anyone who has made this decision and you can be pretty sure that we’re here because we
love our blue-and-white ‘rainbow’ nation. We’re a melting pot of cultures, languages, temperaments, cuisine and
brain power.
In this edition, we are exploring the avenues of innovation and mastery of technology. And it’s no secret that the
Start-Up nation is leading the way in more ways than one, including advanced technologies in cyber security, urban
waste, water and traﬃc management (remember Waze?). Placed 8th in the world in life expectancy (82.5 years – W.H.O.),
the 11th happiest country in the world (U.N.) for the 5th year running and the 8th most powerful country in the world (US
2019 World Report), we have a lot to be proud of in our little desert. And a lot to protect.
Since 1948, the S.A. contribution to Israel has been in a league of its own. Proportionate to country size, South Africa
sent the largest delegation of volunteers (804), second only to the US in total (1,100 volunteers) to defend Israel
in the War of Independence. Just as it did 70 years ago, Telfed is encouraging our recruits.
· Prior to Purim, we sent 105 mishlochei manot to our soldiers, packed with tasty products and lots of love
· We visited recruits at the Absorption Centre and Kibbutz Sde Eliyahu, distributing care packages
· We also attended a graduation ceremony of one of our soldiers, who had no local family to cheer him on
· Mastering Israeli innovative technology, we manage a whatsapp group for them to communicate with us

and with each other.
· Social summer pool-parties are also becoming a regular highlight.

These are a few ways that we can say thank you for the privilege of living in Israel, acknowledging the sacrifices
made on our behalf, to ensure we are protected and pretty comfortable in our Jewish home. Despite the challenges,
we share a love and passion for our country and those who protect it.
So this Pesach, we’d be really excited if you are able to make a donation for them. Not only for the lone soldiers,
but also for 400 members of our community who can’t feed their families, many of whom are senior citizens.

“Alone, we can do so little; together, we can do so much”… Wishing you and your loved ones a

 חג אביב שמח- may it be a season of renewal, hope, health, happiness and peace for Am Israel.
With warm Pesach greetings to you and your loved ones,
Batya Shmukler
Chairman

Dorron Kline
CEO

P.S. To make a tax-deductible donation,
call the office on 09 7907819, email donations@telfed.org.il
or go online: http://www.telfed.org.il/donor

“Serving in the army is tough enough as it
is. Being a lone soldier makes it harder. Just
knowing that there is an organization out
there that one of their goals is to take care
of soldiers like me, whether it is vouchers
before chaggim, meals for Shabbat, or
even a representative at our ceremonies,
makes me feel a lot less alone.” Yosi, 26
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Ra’anana: SASI students (Southern Africans
Studying in Israel) gave back to their contemporaries
and got their hands dirty as they painted bedrooms
for Lone Soldiers at HaBayit shel Benji. As SASI student,
Jenna Gelman said, ‘It was the least we could do
to show our appreciation as they put their lives
on the line to serve our beloved Israel.’

Countrywide:
From Nahariya to Nahal
Oz, volunteers packed and
distributed Mishlochei
Manot to Southern African
and Australian lone
soldiers and machalnikim
(overseas volunteers)
ahead of Purim.

Ra’anana: In a fundraiser for the Tiyul to the Gaza border
communities, a comedy and live music event took place
in November, featuring Australian oleh and comedian
Jeremie Bracka and the superb band, Jokers & Thieves.

Kibbutz
Sde Eliyahu:

Telfed staff and volunteers
visited new South African
olim on Kibbutz Sde
Eliyahu ahead of their
induction to the army.

Herzliya: In November, the Scholarship Department kicked
off the start of the PRAS programme for 2018-2019 with the
opening seminar at the IDC. This year Telfed has allocated
over 160 scholarships to PRAS students – that translates
to over 15 500 hours of volunteering in the community!

Telfed April 2019
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Tel Aviv: On the 3rd and 4th nights of Chanukah,

we lit candles with our community in the Telfed
buildings. Residents enjoyed an evening of singing,
candle lighting, games and delicious sufganiot.

Netanya: In January, Netanya

residents were invited to
hear former Zimbabwean,
Prof. Paul Lipt z on the
fascinating topic ‘Start-up
Nation: The socio-economic
realities of Israel in 2019’.

sidents had a

salem re
Jerusalem: Jeru
foodie
iv as author and

Ra’anana: Olim,

"taste" of Tel Av ented a lecture on her
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Debra Marcus pr iv Food.
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l
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Oketz (Canine Unit) Base: Telfed
representatives were honoured
to support one of our lone
soldiers, attending a ceremony
to mark the end of his training.

both old and new,
attended an informative lecture about
‘Navigating the Medical System in
Israel’ with experts sharing valuable
information on a wide range of topics
including pediatrics, geriatrics, dental
care, self-care, hospice and living wills.

Ra’anana: The
community was invited
to join Telfed staff and
volunteers at the Telfed
oﬃce for the customary
tree-planting on
Tu B’Shvat.

Tel Av

iv: In
arranged an Februar y, the Telfed Tiyu
designer and intriguing trip to the hom l Team
survivor who master forger, Joseph Bau e of the late
late
– a Holocaust
This was follo r assisted the Mossad.
wed by a visi
t to th
national gem
that pays trib e Rabin Center – a
ute to Yitzhak
Rabin.

Tel Mond and Ra’anana: Book readings, in
English, for the younger generation took place in
Tel Mond and Ra’anana in February to mark the
occasion of Israel’s first lunar space launch.
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SpaceIL:

How a tenacious
trio is going
where no Israeli
has gone before
By Eloise Hummel Thorpe

SpaceIL is a non-profit organisation that was founded
in 2011 by three young Israeli engineers - Yariv Bash,
Kfir Damari and Yonatan Winetraub. The sole Israeli
representative in the race to space, this trio entered the
Google Lunar XPRIZE challenge to build, launch and land
an unmanned spacecraft on the Moon. A successful landing
will secure them a name in history with the first Israeli
spacecraft ever to reach for the Moon.

Lunar XPRIZE
With a grand prize of US$20 million, Google’s Lunar X
competition required competitors to successfully complete

three challenges: 1. Land an unmanned spacecraft on the
moon's surface crash-free, 2. Travel no less than 500 meters
under, over, or on the surface of the Moon, and 3. Transmit
high definition images back to earth. On 24 January 2017
five finalists were announced, namely SpaceIL (Israel),
Moon Express (US), Synergy Moon (international), Team
Indus (India) and Hakuto (Japan). Sadly, none of the teams
were able to launch their spacecraft by the 31 March 2018
deadline, so the competition concluded without a winner.
Nonetheless, the SpaceIL team is still aiming for the moon
following the launch on 22 February 2019, so watch this
space – no pun intended.

The South African connection
Morris Kahn – President of SpaceIL and the largest
donor, has devoted most of his time in the past 8 years to
leading this project to success. Morris made Aliyah from
Benoni, South Africa in 1957 at the age of 26. In 1974, after
struggling, Morris started to achieve business success with
the founding of Coral World underwater observatories.
He also introduced global corporations AT&T and AIG to
the Israeli market and, in 1980, co-founded technological
powerhouse Amdocs. Throughout his life Morris has lent
his support to youth development, life sciences, diverse
research projects, and the provision of medical care
to third world countries where such care is scarce. It is,

Telfed April 2019
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therefore, no surprise that Morris was the leading financer
of SpaceIL, most notably because of the project's future
educational endeavours. Morris is an ardent supporter of
Israel's economic future, security and development, and
appreciates the far-reaching scope of a project like SpaceIL.
In 2014, Telfed paid tribute to the contributions Kahn has
made to Israeli society by awarding him the Telfed Lifetime
Achievement Award.

SpaceIL for the future
The SpaceIL team have realised the educational potential of
the project and plan to use it for much more than just a lunar
landing. To date, the team have visited and presented to
more than 1,000,000 students all over the world,
and are now developing a special curriculum for
school education. The team had intended to use
the prize money to invest in education promoting
the sciences, and have not let the lack of a winner
deter them. Despite its technological prowess,
Israel faces a shortage in scientists and engineers.
SpaceIL wants to advance scientific interest and
education, and to encourage students to the field, ensuring
Israel's continued progress and excellence. The project has
become about so much more than a trip to the moon, it has
become a source of Israeli pride, committed to inspiring
the next generation to study science, technology, and
engineering. The SpaceIL team successfully launched their
spacecraft on an American SpaceX rocket on 22 February
2019 from Cape Canaveral, Florida. In anticipation of the
historic landing of an Israeli spacecraft on the Moon, the
non-profit is inspiring the next generation of scientists
and engineers in Israel and abroad, a feat they say is far
more important.

To the Moon and beyond
There is a global shortfall in mathematics and science
achievement, with many school-leavers having little grasp
of the subjects. This is a scary prospect considering that
most of today's required professions rely on knowledge
and skills in mathematics and science. Global society,
SpaceIL says, is not prepared for the increased demand
for scientific literacy. Today, Israel is facing a real shortage
of engineers. The number of scientists and engineers in the
Israel Defence Forces, academia, and private sector is far
below what is needed to maintain the State’s technological
advantage. As such, scientific education is more important
than ever, especially for a country as easily and regularly
threatened as Israel. Science and math is more crucial here
than ever – in military service, higher education, research
and most industries. Science and technology proficient
students will forge the way forward in an endlessly
developing world, and SpaceIL want as many on board

as possible.
SpaceIL's strategy is to
change the discourse in
Israel to attract the youth
and encourage them
to achieve their dreams through science,
engineering and entrepreneurship, and to realise the
exciting opportunities that the sciences can present. The
SpaceIL team has developed educational programs for
various age groups and diverse audiences to provide
students with hands-on experience in processes that
encourage complex thinking, inspire interest, and cultivate
curiosity. SpaceIL has chosen to focus on elementary and
middle-school children who will soon be deciding on their
future study and high school elective subjects.
To date, the SpaceIL team have implemented four
steps in their quest for scientific revolution 1. An educational community of volunteers who
deliver lectures around the country.
2. Collaboration with organizations with similar
objectives across sectors.
3. An online collection of special content on space,
technology, and science.
4. Engagement in widespread media
coverage, social networks, digital platforms
and open educational events.

Space is no longer the final frontier
With their ground-breaking, history-making venture to land
the first Israeli-made spacecraft on the Moon, SpaceIL is not
stopping there, nor do they intend to. Like true “Start-Up
Nation” minds, they are using the fame and exposure the
project has brought them to contribute to the country, the
youth, and the future. Their drive and foresight is admirable.
So, it seems that for the SpaceIL team and for Israel, the
sky is no longer the limit.
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Inspiring our future scientists and engineers
As Israel proudly launched Beresheet – a spacecraft that will place Israel in an exclusive group of countries to have
launched and landed on the moon – Telfed partnered with STEM media company StellarNova to share their delightful
book ‘The Little Spacecraft’. The two story-time events took place in February and gave our young olim an opportunity
to understand the significance of Israel’s achievement through the story of Berrie, a little spacecraft who was told
that ‘a tiny little spacecraft like "her" could never reach the moon’. A lesson about pioneers and perseverance, with
an Israeli flag flying proudly, our young audiences were captivated as they learned about Beresheet’s star trackers
and space travel. This is an inspirational achievement for all ages and we were proud to get our youngsters excited
about Israel’s remarkable feat!
Daniel T
oker (ag

e 5)

Winners of
Telfed's
Little
Innovator
Competition
Shani Rudolph (age 7)

THE MAN
BEHIND THE
MISSION TO
THE MOON
By Telfed Correspondent

‘We are a very small group of people trying to do something that is
suitable for giants only. It would put the Israeli flag on the moon…
If, and when, we land, we will all be a few inches taller.’
Unassuming and powerful. Two paradoxical words and yet both
aptly describe Benoni-born Morris Kahn. In a recent interview
with Telfed, Kahn spoke of his extensive 8 year involvement and
commitment to the lunar project, of the three brilliant engineers
who dared to dream big, the partnership with Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) and the team of engineers and philanthropists driving
the project. As Chairman and the largest investor in SpaceIL, Morris
spent unparalleled time, energy and funds in the lunar mission,
troubleshooting and solving challenging problems with the team
and ultimately leading Israel’s journey to the moon. In a message to
him, Yitzhak Ben Israel, Chairman of Israel’s Space Agency and one
of Israel’s top scientists in space and cyber, wrote: “We all contributed
time and eﬀort, but it could not have happened without you”.

Telfed April 2019

Why space?
In the 1970s, Morris partnered with reef biologist David
Fridman to establish Coral World International, a chain of
underwater observatories. This led to his involvement in
the Sea Space Symposium, where membership is reserved
for those in the top echelons of these fields, such as
marine admirals and NASA astronauts. So, when Yariv
Bash, Kfir Damari and Yonatan Winetraub (whom Morris
affectionately calls ‘the three young geniuses’) made the
audacious decision (over a drink in a local pub) to build a
spaceship and compete in Google’s Lunar X Competition,
Shimon Peres z”l (a patron of the project) knew he had
to introduce them to Kahn, prophetically telling them that
with Morris ‘on board’, they would succeed.
Ironically, when asked what advice he would give to anyone
wanting to follow in his footsteps, Morris begins with ‘don’t
be afraid to fail’. He follows this with ‘don’t be afraid of the
magnitude and nature of the project’ and ‘allow yourself to
dream’, much like the spirit of Herzl’s famous words - ‘If you
will it, it is no dream; and if you don’t, a dream it is and a
dream it will stay!’
Could we dare to dream of an Israeli flag on the moon?
Despite Israel’s strength in technology and its standing as
a ‘powerhouse in satellite and geostationary orbit around the
earth’, the fact of the matter is that Israel had no previous
experience in building a spacecraft or in space exploration.
No knowledge at all. ‘The project, whilst extremely difficult,
has great significance,’ he says. ‘Three powerful countries
have been on the moon and they are superpowers with great
space industries. We are a very small group of people trying to
do something that is suitable for giants only. It would put the
Israeli flag on the moon, give Israel and its people a sense of
pride and would also give Jews around the world a sense of
pride. If, and when, we land, we will all be a few inches taller.’
The Apollo Effect
More than an incredible challenge and a proud moment
in our history, Morris feels that this mission to the moon
will be the catalyst that will inspire Israeli youth to pursue
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the sciences, technology, engineering and math disciplines
(STEM), much like the 1969 Apollo mission that ‘galvanised
a whole generation of youngsters to be interested in space
and innovation’. Morris was especially thrilled that many
young Israeli children were huddled around the television
at 3:45am on 22 February to watch the countdown to the
launch of Beresheet from Cape Canaveral.
What is next?
‘We still have to land’, Kahn says, cautiously explaining the
complex journey involved. Nonetheless, coming this far is
more than we could have imagined. When asked what he
will do with his free time after this project comes to a close,
Morris expresses his concerns for future generations and as
a result of this, his involvement in various biotech projects,
his concern for health, nature, climate and conservation.
‘We are destroying the planet on which we live and this is
a serious problem’. He attributes these environmental
passions to a childhood spent in a small town in South
Africa, surrounded by nature. Considering these interests,
advancing STEM education in Israel is an obvious choice.
What gives him great satisfaction is the ability to be able to
help others, through a word of advice or encouragement,
a little bit of money or an opportunity. He fondly recalls
the 80th birthday present he gave to himself, where he took
a team of Israeli ophthalmic surgeons to Jinka, Ethiopia
and gave the simple and revolutionary gift of sight (in a
30 minute operation) to over 600 of ‘the poorest, simplest
and most uneducated people.’ Life-changing.
In closing
Like many former South Africans, Morris’s humble
beginnings shaped the man he is today. He describes
South African olim as ‘a good bunch of people with unique
values’ and modestly views himself as ‘just an ordinary guy’
who has been lucky. Coming from an underprivileged
family, Morris doesn’t take anything for granted. Driven by
(and given) the ‘tremendous feeling’ he gets from creating
opportunities, inspiring and helping others, we may need
to disagree with Morris on one point – he is no ordinary guy.

H T OFF THE PRESS
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THE GREAT DEBATE …

Over 220 people crowded into Beth Protea’s dining room
to hear a lively debate “Israel vs BDS” moderated by
Truth be Told’s chairman David Kaplan. This followed
the presentation by StandWithUs of the annual TbT
Award honoring the late Maurice Ostroff, a resident of
Beth Protea, who challenged all with his gifted prose
in proclaiming the truth about the state of Israel. The
evening included musical recitals by the Etz Chaim Choir
with cantor Barry Braun and the attendance of young
South African students from the IDC Herzliya.

FESTIVAL OF TREES …

How many people get to attend a Tu B’shvat Seder? We
at Beth Protea are lucky enough to have Rabbi Judith
Edelman-Green on hand to provide just that. And what
a Seder it was. Beautifully laid tables brimming with
traditional foods and Judith guiding everyone through
the service was truly an enlightening and spiritual
morning. In addition, we at Beth Protea try to do our
“bit” to keep our country blooming and as in past years,
we have a “virtual” tree planting where residents and staff
can purchase a tree in the name of a loved one. Proceeds
are collected and sent to Keren Kayemet to plant trees in
the forest designated for the South African fallen.

TRADITION, TRADITION, TRADITION …

Several years ago we had the good fortune of “finding”
the ever talented singer, Ahia Rubin who since then,
has graced our stage marking the festive occasion of
Chanukah. Listening to well-known Chanukah favorites
and enjoying freshly made latkes, what could be better…
Another yearly tradition has become our well attended
January 1st HEALTH DAY where both residents and staff
are treated to a personalized foot, hand or neck massage.
Our gallery gets transformed into a mini spa with 6
trained personnel on hand to spoil one and all. Fresh fruit,
yogurt and muesli on offer throughout the morning too,
ensuring healthy start to every new year.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC…

Once a year, Beth Protea is honored to host a talented
youth orchestra from the Jerusalem Music Centre. Early
in February, 10 talented young musicians wooed the
audience with unique renditions of well-known classical
music.

BETH PROTEA – The Pride of Israel’s Southern African Community
5 Asher Barash Street, Herzlia, Tel: 09-9595222, Fax: 09-9595300
Email: info@bethprotea.org.il
Website : www.bethprotea.org.il
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follow us on
Instagram
telfed_israel

Share your
photos with the
community
#telfed
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Notice Board

Free advertising! If you made Aliyah
within the last year and would like
to promote your business in our
magazine, contact 09 7907819

Find Us on Facebook for the latest news from the community! www.facebook.com/Telfed
To renew your magazine subscription, contact Shireen at Telfed on 09 790 7819
To read our magazine online visit our website: www.telfed.org.il/Magazine

Moving house? New phone number?

We are excited to introduce
the newest member of our
team, Aviva Tal Ohr who
will be coordinating events
and volunteering at Telfed

Would you like to help us find
advertisers for our magazine?
Email community@telfed.org.il

Don't forget to update your contact
details so we can stay in touch.
09 7907801 or info@telfed.org.il
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Join us for the annual
Pesach Picnic & Braai at
Kibbutz Tzora on Sunday
21 April, 11:00-16:00.

Job opening - Administrator:
Scholarships & Endowments.
Visit our website for more details.

Save the Date!
Don’t miss a fascinating lecture
on ‘Jewish Soldiers in the
German army in the 2nd World
War’ by Dr. Mendel King on
28 April at 7pm at Beth Protea

Do good after you’ve gone…

You can have a lasting legacy by mak
ing a
and including Telfed as one of the bene gift from your will
ficiaries. We’ll then
create a charitable memorial fund in
your name, so your
mitzvah continues.
donations@telfed.org.il

09 7907819

NOTICE OF ELECTIONS to Telfed’s Executive Council (Exco) 2019
Notice is hereby given to all eligible persons that they may nominate up to six eligible persons (see below) as candidates for
election to Telfed’s Executive Committee - Exco.
Each such nomination shall be made by a proposer and seconder, both of whom are required to be eligible persons (see
below), on the appropriate nomination form.
The nomination form and the candidate's CV are to reach the oﬃces of Telfed, by email: sharon@telfed.org.il, or fax 097446112, or at 19/1 Schwartz Street, Ra'anana 4321224, by no later than noon on Monday 27 May 2019. (Nomination forms
are available online*, or from the oﬃce and must be submitted together with the candidate's CV).
Eligible persons are all Southern Africans who reside permanently in Israel and who were born in, or who had resided in
South Africa, Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia), Zambia, Malawi, Swaziland, Angola or Namibia for a period of not less than
five years, and their descendants who live in Israel. Such persons shall be aged 18 years or more, and registered on the data
base of Telfed by Wednesday 22 May 2019.
Eligible persons, as defined above, who are not registered on the Telfed data base, may apply for registration by requesting
a data base registration form from the Telfed oﬃce.
The six positions on Exco will be voted on at the Annual General Meeting of Telfed by its duly appointed members, on
Monday 24 June 2019 at 19:30.
*http://www.telfed.org.il/ElectionsEXCO_2019
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LIGHTING UP
IN ISRAEL:
A SOUTH
AFRICAN’S TRIP
The latest burgeoning Israeli industry where South Africans are leading lights may, for some, be an obvious
fit. Considering where we grew up, with the marijuana plant as prolific as it was among the cultures we were
surrounded by, it’s no surprise that it has made an appearance in the lives of these Jewish entrepreneurs. Guy
Lieberman takes a deep breath and brings home some insights on medical cannabis…

Telfed April 2019

When it comes to the general wellbeing and safety of the
Land of Israel, many look to Divine Intervention to cover
our bases. However, when considering the finer details
of economic development and the myriad innovative
industries born in the StartUp Nation, it seems we are
agnostic. There is very little Israel has not touched—and
dramatically changed and advanced—from deep within
the fields of science, engineering, agriculture, design, hitech, medicine, aviation, renewable energy… the list goes
on.
The fact that Israel is a global leader of ‘disruption’ across
multiple sectors is well known. What is less known is the
role South Africans have played in this phenomena. Often
viewed as diligent and hard workers, South Africans, while
numbering only 25,000 in Israel, have performed well
among their Anglo peers and are generally respected
within the larger Kibbutz Galuyot, punching above their
weight and showing up in impressive ways for themselves
and the nation.
The latest burgeoning industry where South Africans are
leading lights may, for some, be an obvious fit. Considering
where we grew up, with the marijuana plant as prolific
as it was among the cultures we were surrounded by, it
might be no surprise that it has made an appearance in
the lives of these Jewish entrepreneurs. If we imbibed
the plant for recreation or rejected it as a gateway drug
to a life of addiction, its influence was still present in our
lives. The difference, in this case, is that the dagga that
was around back in South Africa in our youth has taken
on a new, somewhat more responsible role here in Israel.
Welcome to the world of medical cannabis.
South African born Saul Kaye is the charismatic founder of
CannaTech, the highly successful series of global cannabis
conferences that brings together industry players, from
policy makers and researchers to entrepreneurs and
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developers, in a bid to gather more knowledge and
proactively nurture this blossoming ecosystem. Kaye is
both an entrepreneurial change-maker as well as a chemist
with a small, bustling pharmacy in Beit Shemesh.
“This is not actually a new industry for Israel,” Saul tells
me as we sit together outside his pharmacy. “It started as
legitimate research way back in the early 60’s with Professor
Mechoulam’s request to the police to secure permission
to explore the medicinal properties of the plant.” 89 yearold Israel Prize-winner Raphael Mechoulam is an organic
chemist, considered the bona fide Godfather of medical
cannabis and a central inspiration to the community. His
name is regularly referenced—rather, invoked—in these
circles.
Saul continues to explain that “what’s happening now is
that medical cannabis is booming around the globe, and
the attention is returning to Israel because we’ve been
doing it for such a long time.”
There are clear distinctions as to the early strategies in
Israel, and why there’s been such a successful upswing in
the field of marijuana.
“A few years ago there were two approaches to promoting
cannabis. One was the Green Party which was about
‘freeing’ the plant, everyone having the right to do
whatever they want—that’s an argument that didn’t work.
The other process that was taking place simultaneously
was the medical inquiry, the research focus. There was
no hubbub, no buzz around it, but it was happening and
establishing itself as credible. So, effectively we took that
conversation with the Green Party and a small programme
and shone a light toward the medical research, and all that
this new industry would bring—sustainability, job creation,
tax revenue—and that’s a different language, one that
many people could understand.”
This story, this distinctive Israeli approach to taking a
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concept or idea and developing it into a new trade, with
all that constellates around it—research, innovation,
strategy, investment, marketing and distribution—is by
now a scenario we’ve become well accustomed to. What’s
unique in this particular case, however, is the baggage
cannabis brings with it. The perception of what the
plant has represented for the mainstream, for decades
throughout the 20th century, carries its own burden.
Mary Jane was the poster drug for the hippie movement,
with the promise that it would help free you from the
shackles of your desk and the control so tightly held by
The Man. Along with the stronger psychoactives like LCD,
mushrooms and MDMA, grass was celebrated as a key to
liberation from the industrialised, capitalist system because
it opened your mind to the depths of creativity and the
beauty of the world as it is. This movement was an offset
to a pronounced materialism, one that required a neverending need for consumption for its survival. But what
about before the trappings of capitalism?
“For some reason over the past 100 years being happy, or
high, or drunk, or any of those stigmas, has been associated
with badness.” Saul unpacks for me his knowledge as both
a pharmacist and hemp historian.
“Cannabis has been part of our diet for thousands of years,
as was beer, as was olive oil. Those ingredients, hops, olive
and hemp all contain cannabanoids, and these are healthy
for you. They are part of our DNA and should never have
been taken from our diet. Losing the nutrition that came
from hemp caused a lot of medical issues that could have
been averted.” That’s the protein side of plant, but what
about the qualities that it’s famous for? “Does it open your
mind?” Saul posits, “Yes. Does it also have side effects? If
taken in the wrong environment in large doses, yes.”
So how have the Israelis navigated around the counter-

cultural emphasis on the psychoactive experience?
“One of the things that Israel did well with their medical
programmes was that it wasn’t about the high. There are
different cannabanoids found in the plant, with THC being
the psychoactive component and CBD being the element
that doesn’t get you stoned. They both have proven
medicinal value, but the quotients of either depend on
the needs of the patient. Currently we’re focused on CBD,
but next will be CBG, CBC, CBN… there are 300 molecules
in the plant, each with their own medical uses—and we’ve
identified 140 of them! That’s wellness, that’s cosmetics,
pain creams and salves, entirely new categories are going
to be created.” His enthusiasm is contagious. I start to feel
as if I’m in the presence of the Willy Wonka of weed, and
I’m Charlie.
As the CannaTech brand grows, so does Saul’s influence.
This year, he led a delegation to the exclusive World
Economic Forum for the first-ever CannaTech Davos. Just
to give a sense of the altitude of people now getting
involved in the sector, Ehud Barak traveled with him as
one of the major sponsors of the Davos delegation. The
former Prime Minister is one of the most visible cannabis
investors in Israel.
Simultaneous to the molecular research into cannabis
in the lab is an equally meticulous set of technological
advancements in hardware design. It’s one thing to so
accurately extract the various cannabanoids from the
plant, but its an entirely new set of challenges to effectively
ensure that it enters the body of the patient at precise and
exacting doses. For this you need the right device.
To learn more, I meet with angel investor Brian Cooper
from Syqe Medical. Brian has a history that says much
about his character. Knowing that his family was ultimately
going to make aliyah from Benoni, and wanting to kick-off
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his experience in Israel by integrating through the school
system, at the age of 16 Brian elected to come out half
a year ahead of his family. This was back in 1972, which
meant stepping solo into highschool in a foreign country,
and in another language, a brave young man. Brian comes
across as understated with the sensibility of a conventional
thinker. Stable and consistent, I soon discovered that he
had the charming and paradoxical blend of both gravity
and levity. It was this unique balance of opposing forces
that ultimately brought him into the real world of cannabis,
something he would never have dreamed of being in the
same room with.
“Marijuana? No thanks! That was the gateway drug to
a world of addiction. I never touched the stuff!” He
remained emphatic about his view of cannabis for most
of his life, until he met Perry Davidson, at the time, his
daughter’s boyfriend. Perry had the endearing quality of
the typical Israeli entrepreneur: a seemingly relentless
volley of approaches to Brian with a series of business ideas,
most of which the elder gently schooled the youngster
on why the various propositions wouldn’t work. At the
first mention of cannabis, even with the terms medical,
legal and license preceding
it, Brian demurred but gave
his odd blessing to Perry:
“I’m not going to participate,
but good luck—just
do whatever you can
to keep your k nees.”
The perception that dagga
was integral for the world
of organised crime and
a central ingredient to
the sitting army of couch
potatoes clearly still lingered
for him, and there was
no way he was going to risk even a small slice
of his portfolio on such an unorthodox venture.
“Eventually,” says Brian, “Perry came with an idea
that did catch my interest. I got a call from him one
day as I was on my way to the airport, ‘Brian, we have
to meet! I’ve got it this time!’ I explain to Perry that
I’m about to walk out the door on an overseas trip,
but he’s got half an hour, so to come over quickly.”
In that brief meeting, a deal was struck. Perry had
shown Brian the first iteration of what is now Syqe
Medical’s impressive world-first; a selective-dose,
highly personalised pharmaceutical grade inhaler.
When I first hear about it I silently consider how much
hype could possibly go into something as simple as a
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vape platform? I’m quickly drawn into the technology
and the until-now inconceivable mechanics that are
creating a stir in both the pharma and cannabis worlds.
As our straight-laced businessman who’s never smoked
a joint in his life begins to explain, “the best way for
cannabis to enter the body is through the lungs.” This
may seem obvious to almost anyone, but he clarifies."Don't
misunderstand, any kind of smoke is terrible for the lungs,
but what we’re doing is vaporising the raw plant. While that
may not be a new idea, the intelligence of our technology
is that it's so exacting that we can determine precisely
the quota that the patient can receive, to an iota, and on
a regulated schedule. While medical marijuana joints are
working on quantums of 30 grams, we’re providing the
essential THC or CBD requirements using as little as 3 grams.”
The vaporiser, which I’m now starting to covet, has some
notable and proprietary mechanisms including preloaded
cartridges with carefully compressed cannabis. It also
houses a sensor that ensures that at the end of one’s draw
it pumps out the last bit, meaning the patient experiences
a small gasp which ensures that the dose makes it into the
lungs. This super-intricate
device is yet another hallmark
of Israeli inventiveness.
How is it that Israel has
brought this plant from
the heart of the counterculture to the forefront
of a new medical revival?
Saul brings it home:
“Chutzpah. It took the
chutzpah of a researcher
to seek permission from
the police to explore the
medical properties of the
plant, that until then wasn’t researchable; a chutzpahdik patient who appealed to the high court to use
cannabis, which was approved—and the chutzpah of
a government to say, OK, we’re going to do something
that’s been never been done anywhere else in the world.”
At the current trajectory, it’s becoming clear that the
medical cannabis industry is a game-changer globally.
Considering that Syqe Medical just raised $50 million in
Series B finance for an inhaler, with an agreement with
Teva Pharmaceuticals to market it, and Davos is just the
latest stop for CannaTech’s whirlwind global conference
series, one gets the sense that the journey of cannabis
is now fully entering the mainstream—and we may
as well take a deep breath and settle in for the ride.
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Visiting
communities
on the Gaza
border
By Liora Lurie

Eve and Joe Isaacson live 7.4 km from the Gaza border.
How did this South African couple get there? It began in
1973. Joe’s brother Mike, who was living ‘in the desert’,
mentioned that his moshav was shorthanded due to the
1973 Yom Kippur War and that the crops ‘just couldn’t wait’.
Without hesitation, Joe headed to Israel to help out. Upon
returning to South Africa, he informed Eve that it was time
to make aliyah. ‘What did my husband - the accountant
- know about picking tomatoes?’ wondered Eve. Joe
graciously waited four months for their daughter to be
born before the Isaacsons found themselves amongst 30
other families settling in Moshav Sde Nitzan.
Forty three years later, Eve and Joe are as energetic as the
day they arrived.
Since this past summer’s eco-terrorism and unrelenting
rocket attacks, Eve admits that people are ‘tired of it' but
in the same breath emphatically states ‘our heads are
held up high and no-one has left the Moshav because of
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the situation.’
Every Thursday for the past 8 years, the Issacsons have risen
at 4 am to prepare for their shift at “The Kiosk”. Situated
adjacent to the bus stop,”The Kiosk” is for soldiers who are
returning to duty or returning home. Besides sandwiches
and a cup of coffee, “The Kiosk” serves as a rest stop
where soldiers can literally recharge both their phones
and themselves. What drives the Isaacsons to do this when
they themselves could enjoy their coffee at a more sensible
hour in the comfort of their home? Eve emphatically replies:
‘Just imagine what the soldiers do for us.’
When Telfed organised a tiyul this past December
(comprising mostly Ra’anana residents) to visit communities
on the Gaza border, Telfed volunteers called the Isaacsons
to find out what they needed. Without hesitation, Joe knew.
A NIS1500 sandwich wrapper was generously donated
to “The Kiosk” as per Joe’s request. The Isaacsons were
overjoyed. ‘The sandwich wrapper enables the sandwiches
to stay fresher for longer. We feed about 1400 soldiers a
week. One roll of plastic lasts about six weeks. Best of all,
the anonymous donor pledged as long as he is around,
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he will supply the plastic,’ announced Eve triumphantly.
South African olah, and Sderot resident, Adele Rubin
found herself representing Telfed as a toy shopper. One
of the intentions of the Tiyul was to support businesses
in the region that may have seen a slowdown due to the
rockets. Adele was given the task of selecting toys that
were purchased by Telfed – through a fundraising comedy
and music event in Ra’anana and generous donations from
the community. Not only did local stores receive an infusion
of sales, the gifts just kept on giving! Delighted children
on three moshavim and in Sderot received toys ranging
from tricycles to dolls. The participants who witnessed
their excitement had smiles as big as (if not bigger than)
the children’s.
Living on Moshav Talmei Yosef since 1979, Peter and
Zelda Harris’s moshav was once inhabited entirely by
South African emigrants. Peter’s joy for life and easy going
personality is evident for all to see, no doubt strengthened
by having his children and grandchild living on the moshav
with them. Peter admits that when there are sirens, it
is scary for everyone, especially the little kids. We call
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ourselves “The Forgotten South.”’ But the South was not
forgotten on December 12 when the Telfed bus pulled
into Moshav Talmei Yosef. ‘It was marvellous to see the
incredible excitement of the children when they received
their toys.’ Participants were enthralled by the Judaica that
has been created from qassam rockets on the moshav.
From the highest point of Kibbutz Kfar Aza, you can see
houses and then fields. The fields extend approximately
1km. At the end of the field is a fence. On the other side of
the fence is Gaza. Former South Africans, Mervyn and Lea
Poliak were the first Anglo family to move there in 1978.
They cherish the beauty of nature and the magnificent
vistas around them. ‘We have no intention of leaving.
This kibbutz is part of us. Obviously what we experience
around us is upsetting, but life carries on and so do we,’
says Mervyn.
A visit to this kibbutz made a lasting impression on those
present thanks to Eti, a gannenet (nursery school teacher)
on the kibbutz. Visibly moved by the stream of toys flowing
into the school’s premises, Eti was overwhelmed. ‘Thank
you so much for the visit. It is a heartwarming feeling that
there are people that care and think about us and brought
these gifts. I hope that we will have more cooperation
between Telfed and our preschool. Our Kibbutz is always
open for you to visit! Bless you,’ was Eti’s passionate
response.
As Mervyn related, thousands of visitors engulf the region
during ‘the darom adom’ (annual poppy festival). From the
scorched earth, residents were not sure that, come spring,
the poppies would bloom. But rise up they did, much like
their residents who rise every morning to work the land,
raise their families and create meaningful lives.
A Tiyul of giving, but who received the most? Participants
will tell you they did. While residents were touched by
the generosity and thoughtfulness of their visitors, those
visiting the region had (in their own words) ‘an eye opening
experience’ that was ‘informative’, and indicative of the
‘remarkable resilience’ of the people who live in the line of
fire. For many participants it was the first visit to this part of
the country. George Katzen said that he looks forward to
coming back and ‘was encouraged to see all the necessary
precautions taken against the rockets that continually
fly over this part of the land. I am thankful to Telfed for
organising such a wonderful tiyul.’ The bus returned to
Ra’anana somewhat lighter in weight and spirit.
Kudos to Peter Bailey, Eric Glick, Rob Hyde,Joel Klotnick
and Felicia Levin for a well planned trip that connected
Southern African olim who are separated by only a few
co-ordinates.
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A heartfelt thank you to our past Editor
A seasoned editor and writer like David Kaplan would
know how to give a punchy introduction for this piece.
This is the first Telfed Magazine in well over 25 years
in which David will not be closely involved. We thank
him for his contribution in making the magazine what
it is today. David first got involved as Chairman of the
Media Committee in the early 1990s and then later
took over the reins as editor in the early 2000s.
Looking back at the magazine over that time frame,
we can all see how he was instrumental in recording
the stories of Southern African Aliyah and the role
of Telfed. Together with his colleagues on the Telfed
Media Committee, David always had great instinct
for choosing the right mix of stories and reports that
readers learned to appreciate. He also oversaw the
various upgrades to the magazine. David would always
have his trusty pocket camera on hand to take pictures
of people and events. These images added important
visuals to the magazine.
His stories projected his unique passion for the Zionist
cause, the welfare of Southern Africans in Israel and
the work done by Telfed in so many spheres. In an
editorial for the magazine in November 2010, David – a

strong advocate for truth in the media wrote:
“Under assault by a world plagued by an amalgam of
jealousy and visceral anti-Semitism, it should come as no
surprise that the smart money is still on Israel. There are
more Israeli companies on NASDAQ than all of Europe or
all of India, China, Korea and Japan combined and more
global venture capital each year enters the Israeli market
on a per capita basis than the US and thirty times more
than Europe. Like the flow of capital, the immigration to
Israel of tomorrow will understandably be an aliyah of
choice. As always, Telfed is ready to welcome an increasing
number of olim.”
Telfed Chairman, Batya Shmukler praised David’s many
years of service to Telfed and its magazine and said
‘copies of all the magazines since 1975, now digitized
and available on www.telfedhistory.com, represent an
accurate and detailed record of Southern African olim and
their contribution to building the State of Israel, thanks in
a great part to David Kaplan.’
On behalf of us all at Telfed and the Southern African
Community in Israel – we wish to express our gratitude
to David, to thank him for all the hard work and to wish
him every success for the future.

Thank you, you two!
On behalf of the Telfed Family, we would like to thank two special people for their involvement and support of our work
serving the SA community in Israel.
L'Chaim - We held an honourary dinner for Mike Solomon, who has been involved with Telfed for several decades, serving
in a variety of capacities, not only as Keren Telfed’s Auditor but also as a respected trustee of various philanthropic entities
including ‘The Paul and May Arieli Foundation’ and ‘The
Graham and Rhona Beck Foundation, Israel R.A.’ Inter alia,
we have benefitted from his wise counsel and professional
direction. On behalf of the Directorate at Telfed, we extend
our great appreciation for this friendship and for the
dedicated service he rendered to the organisation.
Music ‘n Melodies - Another ‘note-worthy’ event was the
Schachat family charity concert, which was brought back
by public demand and sold out - once again. The sterling
trio (Colin, with sons Gabi and Micha) performed a wide
variety of contemporary hits and old favourites that had
everyone humming along, including Raanana Mayor
Chaim Broide and his wife Doris.
Special thanks to this talented family for offering all
proceeds to charity and for an ‘upbeat’ evening of
entertainment. In case you missed the concert (or want
to re-live it) the playlist is available on Youtube - A Carousel
of Popular Music: Colin Schachat & Sons.
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Up close
and personal
in Jerusalem
By Yaffa Abadi

As Southern African olim, there are times when we feel
a sense of both longing and belonging. We are proudly
patriotic in our new home but we also recognise that our
Southern African heritage shaped who we are as individuals
and as a community, not to mention the strong Zionistic
spirit that permeated our communities growing up. The
fascinating Goldene Medina exhibition shared stories which
could have been yours, or mine – a cut and paste with a few
minor edits and each one of our family histories might well
have been on display. At the event’s third showing in Israel

at the Hebrew University’s main library, SAJM Director,
Gavin Morris, succeeded in creating an exhibition with
which we could all identify.
From the exhibition’s tribute to 175 years of South African
Jewry, along with the outstanding panel of speakers at the
opening, it was apparent that this close-knit community
has instilled a sense of responsibility to community,
commitment and hard-work – indispensable qualities for
shaping innovators and entrepreneurs.
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The world-class guest speakers for the evening shared
anecdotes about their South African roots and how this
influenced them. The audience was treated to a diverse and
dynamic line-up of speakers including Maxine Fassberg
(Vice President of Intel Corporations), Michael Dick
(founder and CEO of c2a Security), and renowned lecturers
Professor Gideon
Shimoni, Professor
Louise Bethlehem and
Dr. Jonathan Mirvis. A
google search can tell
you about each of their
achievements but how
did their South African
childhood influence
them?
For Dr. Jonathan Mirvis,
being an innovator
in the field of Jewish
Education is ingrained
in his DNA. Jonathan
spoke about his book,
‘It’s Our Challenge’,
where he shares his parents’ commitment ‘to changing
different aspects of society with the common belief that
education is the ideal vehicle for achieving this goal’.
From his own experience, although the Israel of today
is drastically different to when he made Aliyah, he is of
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the belief that when it comes to Aliyah, the younger the
better. He chose to make Aliyah straight after school on a
‘hesder’ Yeshiva program before being drafted into the
army (something he believes gave him the most formative
experience of integration). In typical South African Jewish
fashion, he shared some relationship advice: ‘the right
partner in life is what it’s
all about, it’s the key to
everything!’
In their respective
speeches at the
December event,
both Michael Dick and
Maxine Fassberg spoke
of growing up in South
Africa during their
formative years. When
Maxine Fassberg, former
CEO of Intel Israel, stood
up to speak, she painted
an Aliyah story that
is both stereotypical
and exceptional. A
former student of King David Victory Park and member
of Habonim, with assistance from Telfed, she made Aliyah
to Israel and studied at the Hebrew University. Following
a teaching stint she applied for a job at Intel in 1983. With
treasured photographs of four generations she spoke of
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her family’s roots in Volksrust and Koppies, mentioning
an award her grandmother, Sarah, received from General
Jan Smuts for her efforts in fundraising for an ambulance
during the Second World War. She added that participation
in youth movements like Bnei Akiva and Habonim along
with ‘the positive influence of shlichim pushed (her) out of
her comfort zone’ and paved the way to her Aliyah.
Michael Dick, founder, and CEO of c2a Security, came
straight to Israel after high school and he laughed that
nowadays he may be more Israeli than South African. For
Michael, there are two qualities that are unique to Southern
Africans. First, education emphasises Zionism and Torah
ve’Avoda (religion and work) so that making a living is
considered as important as Torah learning. Second, the
humble beginnings of a generation of poor Lithuanian
immigrants to South Africa created a community that never
shied away from hard work. Raised with the mantra that
‘the only way to be successful is to work hard’, Michael
spoke about ‘modern Zionism’. Being a farmworker on a
kibbutz was not unrealistic for him but the trend nowadays

towards hi-tech creates great opportunities for olim.
Michael referred to this as ‘the modern farming of Israel’
adding that what we lack in natural resources we make up
for with the entrepreneurial spirit.
Another social innovator who co-organised the Golden
Medina event is Telfed’s Jerusalem Regional Chairman,
Roy Scher. Also a believer in Aliyah when you’re young, Roy
said that olim should ‘be attracted to come by the love of
your country, run toward rather than running away’. Dave
Bloom – who initiated the bringing of the exhibition to
Israel and together with Roy organised the exhibition said
‘the large turnouts expressed how the stories on display
obviously resonated with many former Southern Africans
living in Israel.’
Following an impressive exhibition and inspirational
speakers, I reflected on the values that are instilled in South
African olim and how this influences our contribution to
Israel, and I was left feeling a combination of pride for my
South African roots, and excitement to continue creating
my future and establishing myself in Israel.

Special thanks to Monty & Marilyn Hilkowitz and Allan & Carol Feinblum for sponsoring the exhibition in Israel.
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YOUR ANCESTRAL LINK TO LITHUANIA AND POLAND

THE GATEWAY TO YOUR FUTURE
OBTAINING AN EU PASSPORT

Your ancestors who were born in Lithuania and Poland immigrated to South Africa,
Israel or elsewhere to start a new life and thus broaden their horizons.
In so doing, they have GIFTED you the chance of receiving citizenship of the country of their birth.
The Lithuanian and Polish Governments are restoring citizenship. They are giving you the opportunity to
broaden your horizons. With over a decade of success, with clients in South Africa, the UK, Australia and the
US and Israel, we look forward to sharing our knowledge and expertise with you and obtain your EU passport

Contact me:
Rose Lerer Cohen

rlerercohen@kinsearch.com
www.kin-search.com

LAW OFFICES

ADV. HERTZEL KATZ BA.LLB
ADV. SHARON ARANYA KATZ BA.LLB
We specialize in
REAL ESTATE

[purchase ,sale, leasing and management]

WILLS, PROBATE ORDERS, GUARDIANSHIP
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS
OPINIONS ON RSA SUCCESSION LAW
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
NOTARY
42 Bialik Blvd. Ramat Hasharon
OFFICE: 03 5496475 | FAX: 03 5496147
hertzadv@netvision.net.il

HERTZEL 0502 501928 | www.katzlawyers.co.il

Gerald
Best wishes for you on retirement. Kind-hearted and
community-oriented, Gerald first joined Telfed as a
volunteer. A decision was made to put his bookkeeping
skills to good use and Gerald joined the staff in a part time
capacity. Usually the first to arrive at the oﬃce, he greeted
colleagues and visitors with a big smile and a friendly
hug. Earlier this year, upon his retirement, Gerald’s family
joined us as we paid tribute to him for his unwavering
commitment to Telfed and to the community. Gerald, we
maintain a constant supply of your preferred coffee and
look forward to your next visit.
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70 Years Of
Statehood
By Harris Green
Many of Israel’s enemies challenge her right to exist as the Nation State of the Jewish people. They deny the historical
rights of the Jewish people to the Land of Israel. They deny the archeological evidence justifies our claims to this land.
They deny the irrefutable links of the Jewish people to Jerusalem. They deny our right to self-determination.
I’m not referring to isolated individuals. I’m not referring to minor league academics who believe their warped and failed
political agendas give them the right to change the historical facts and to recreate a narrative that conveniently ignores
the context.
I’m referring to organizations within the international community including the General Assembly of the United Nations,
the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) and UNESCO. These organizations are in flagrant violation of the
mandates under which they were established and have dedicated themselves to delegitimizing Israel’s right to exist.
Around 80% of the resolutions adopted by the UN General Assembly condemn Israel. Does the international community
really believe that if Israel ceased to exist, 80% of the world’s most serious conflicts and issues would simply dissipate?
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What has permanent agenda item 7 of the UNHRC done to enhance human
rights? Have UNESCO’s outrageous resolutions regarding Jerusalem and
its relevance to Jews done anything to change the historical evidence that
supports the centrality of Jerusalem to Jewish life? They have, however,
had some success in creating doubt thereby delegitimizing our right to
statehood. These resolutions fuel the wave of anti-Semitism currently
engulfing even the so-called “more affluent countries” of the world.
Israel is the land where our patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, lived and
interacted with the same God we worship today. This is where they are
buried. This is where the visions of our Prophets were inspired. This is where
we built our Temples. This is where our language was born. King David
established Jerusalem as the capital of Israel 3,000 years ago. This land, its
seasons and even its rainfall have been sourced in our century-old prayers
long before the emergence of those who claim this land belongs to them.
William Albright, an archaeologist of international repute wrote “there can
be no doubt that archaeology has confirmed the substantial historicity
of Old Testament tradition.” To deny Jewish rights to the Land of Israel is
contrary to the fundamentals of Judeo-Christian tradition.
We lived in exile for nearly 2,000 years. We were scattered amongst the
nations of the world. We weren’t always made to feel welcome. Our heritage
was ridiculed. Our loyalties were questioned. We suffered an inquisition.
We were the victims of pogroms and blood libels. Only three generations
ago we suffered an unparalleled, surgically coordinated genocide that
claimed the lives of one third of our people. For centuries we were the
eternal and ultimate scapegoats for the mismanagement and personal
greed of despotic rulers.
Even today Jewish communities in the diaspora remain soft targets for
terror. Their institutions require sophisticated security systems. The number
of anti-Semitic incidents has escalated to an inconceivable level. Who, even
just a few years ago, would have believed this sad state of affairs would
come about during our lifetimes?
More than 70 years have passed since the establishment of the State of
Israel. It seems to me that for too many people, the penny has yet to drop.
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We’re not going anywhere. We’re here to stay.
At the time of its creation 70 years ago, Israel was home to
only 5% of world Jewry. Today 45% of world Jewry resides in
the State of Israel. Jews from more than 90 different countries
have returned to become useful citizens in a country we can
proudly call our own. Our loyalties are no longer questioned.
We speak the language of our forefathers – the indigenous
language of this land. Our national aspirations could not
have become a reality without the belief that this land is
our land. Uganda wouldn’t have worked. It wouldn’t have
had a chance.
Although Israel has lived under threats of annihilation during
her entire existence, we have a strong and resourceful
military to protect us. We are now a country that more
than pays its way as a sought-after ally and trading partner.
Given the number of failed states that populate our planet,
challenging our right to a country of our own is not only an
affront to us and our heritage but also to what this country
has achieved in the short space of 70 years.
Which country is always the first to provide aid to countries
following natural disasters around the world? We don’t only
talk about Tikkun Olam. We deliver. Israeli technology is at
the source of everything that opens and closes. From military
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innovations to cyber security, from medical technologies
to life-saving pharmaceuticals, from communications to
driverless vehicles, from wastewater recycling to water
desalinization. You name it. Israel’s done it.
But we can’t afford to rest on our laurels. The military threats
remain. We have a responsibility to narrow the gap between
the more and the less fortunate amongst us. We have a
responsibility to those Jews still living in the diaspora.
The international community may have forgotten
its responsibilities to us but we shouldn’t forget our
responsibilities to mankind. Given the chance, we can make
this world a better place in which to live. Given the chance,
we can advance life expectancy in many African countries
by up to 30 years. Given the chance, we can easily replicate
in other countries what we have so successfully achieved
here in Israel. Given the chance, we can alleviate many
of the dangers resulting from global warming. Given the
chance, we can provide solutions to the diminishing food
supplies for growing populations in developing countries
around the world.
There are challenges ahead. We have a responsibility to
respond.
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WHY YOU
SHOULD
DRAFT TO
THE IDF

Before I present my argument, let me introduce myself to
you. My name is Lieutenant A. I’m 22 years old, and a lone
oﬃcer in COGAT (Coordinator of Government Activities
in the Territories Unit). I made Aliyah three years ago from
South Africa with little to no idea of what awaited me.
My army experience has been filled with incredible highs,
challenges, and exceptional people. The last three years
have taught me so much. However, one thing sticks out–
the human component and quality of the IDF commander
and soldier. I believe the young South African Jewish
community can make an enormous contribution to the
state of Israel’s security, mainly due to our tight-knit
community and Zionistic values.
Most young South African Jews – in fact, most Jews – do
not fully grasp or understand the IDF; their opinions are
often hindered by articles aiming to delegitimize the very
state Ben Gurion and the 23,646 men and women who fell
in battle fought for. The media frequently distorts the true

meaning of being a soldier and the significant day-to-day
efforts made by the Jewish state in order to protect its
citizens and provide humanitarian aid to areas that can
often be conceived as hostile entities. Never forget that
the IDF’s goal is to defend the State of Israel and all of its
citizens. The men and woman who serve in the IDF do
so out of a deep sense of patriotism and loyalty, working
24/7, 365 days a year.
It took me a while to understand the Israeli mentality (even
though I grew up with an Israeli mother) and way of life.
Israel is an extremely complex country with a multitude of
challenges and factors influencing everyday life. There is
no preferential treatment, life is incredibly fast-paced, and
your environment is constantly changing and requires you
to adapt or fall behind. Please keep in mind that these are
not negative points, I view them rather as the reasons for
Israel’s success on the global stage.
The sleepless nights, the freezing cold and blistering heat of
the desert, dealing with command-related dilemmas, and
the power to save human life have all undoubtedly made
me and many others more complete and well-rounded
people. Nothing in life comes easy; anything worth having
is worth fighting for.
The IDF at times can be incredibly challenging. Each person,
regardless of their background, is equal. They leave their
home behind, and in the army, they stand as equals, the
same dress, hairstyle, and goal – Muslims, Druze, Jews
and Christians from a wide array of backgrounds, all
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protecting Israel.
The army is an opportunity for you to contribute to the
state, to do your part, and to be the master of your fate and
the fate of the Jewish nation, never to be reliant on anyone
else ever again. As history has shown us, we can only ever
rely upon ourselves in times of need. In the IDF you will
find intelligent, highly motivated individuals committed
to doing just that.
Everything I have spoken about in this article represents
the beauty of the IDF and Israel. However, do not for
one moment think that I always felt that way. It is easy to
become disheartened at times, after all, being a soldier
is no easy task. So how can you get through it all? What
enables you to rise above the challenges and make it out
a better person?
The answer lies in the people, the oﬃcers and soldiers
of the IDF who are there to support you when you hit
rock bottom and who lift you back up. My army service

has been filled with multiple challenges, from physical
injuries to overcoming language barriers and fighting to
get into an oﬃcer’s course. I am incredibly grateful to my
commanders who supported me and encouraged me
to overcome it all, to fight and achieve what I previously
thought was impossible.
After examining my senior and junior oﬃcers, I understand
one thing – be the change you seek. If you wish to positively
influence others and make changes that will benefit not
just Israel but the world, you need to make the sacrifice
and take fate into your own hands. If you wait on others,
you might as well wait an eternity.
Before you lies a land of opportunity. If you are motivated
and willing to give it your all, you will find friends for life
and reach the highest of highs. Never forget that you are
not judged by the number of times you failed, but rather
by the number of times you got back up and fought.
Good luck, LT A
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New Arriva

ls

Johannesburg

Ashkenazi, Joshua
Bachrach, Sigalle
Berman, Ian & Shelley
Block, Daniella
Cohen, Mathew
Garb, Gabriella
Gochin, Uriel, Lezanne, Eliya,
Jesse, Tzofia, Atara & Hersey
Godley, Sarah
Green, Marc & Danielle
Green, Pamela
Grosberg, Robin & Mimi
Hancock, Mia
Hecht, Elimelech
Hollander, Roseanne, Ryan,
Temima, Nachshon,
Zecharia & Yocheved
Hoppenstein, Esther
Josselsohn, Shalom & Benjamin
Kay, Kasriel
Keet, Ilan, Simoni, Levi,
Rephael & Rivka
Kornblum, Jason, Lindi,
Indigo, Cian & Reece
Kotzen, Isadore
Kramer, Eric & Anette
Kruger, Irene
Kumin, Darren, Jaqueline,
Hannah, Oren, Ariel & Shai

Levitt, Jessica
Lipschitz, Yehuda
Maloon, Zara
McNeill, Belinda, Donovan,
Joshua & Sebastian
Mendel, Aryn
Mendel, Neville & Debra
Mielke, Loren
Milstein, Galit
Nafte, Noa-Keshet
Niselow, Bradley
Phillips, Shaun
Reuben, Ellen
Roomer, Gregory
Rubin, Or-El Yossef
Sacks, Saul
Sager, Carli
Schleider, Peri
Shear, Naomi
Silberman, Daniel
Simpson, Brunhilde
Sklar, Johnny, Rony, Naama,
Keren-Or & Maayan
Snipelsky, Joshua
Solomon, Ethan
Tankel, Fanny
Yudelowitz, Colin

Durban

India

Cape Town

London

Thiem, Timothy
Benatar, Aaron, Samantha,
Levi, Rafael & Tal
Eisenberg, Safra
Erasmus, Jnana
Jacobson, Ivor
Joffe, David
Levin, Edwin & Belinda

Yach, Gabriella
Grodzian, Nir

Namibia

Namhadi, Fredrich

K

Honorary Donations
n Telfed
e
r
e

Deborah Orr
Diane & Richard Klein
Diane, Andy, Gadi, Alan, Ayelet & all the grandchildren
Dorron & Cindy Kline
Dorron & Cindy Kline
Dorron & Cindy Kline
Dorron Kline
EL-AL
Elana & Sam Sher
Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider Kuper
Estelle & Phillip Chasen and Family
Ethlee & Leslie Dembo
Ettie Stein
Evan & Alon
Fonda Dubb
Fonda Dubb
Fonda Dubb
Fonda Dubb
Gerald & Freda Wolman
Gerald & Freda Wolman
Gerald & Freda Wolman
Gillian, Reva, Lyn & Allan
Hilary & Dave Wulffhart
Hilton & Marie Tapnack
Hymie & Kaikie Josman
Isaac & Ruth Nurok
Ivan & Shirley Kantor
Jack & Sarah Goodman
Janice Shrier & Kay Golding
Jeffrey Rubenstein
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Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating
happy occasions, when you are invited to enjoy meals
with friends, or to pay tribute to the memories of loved
ones. Donations are used to assist Southern Africans in
Israel during times of individual or family need and are
tax-deductible. All donations are acknowledged in the
magazine as soon as possible after receipt thereof. Please
contact the oﬃce to make your donation: 09-7907819 or
donations@telfed.org.il

KEREN TELFED FUND (general assistance to the community as needed)
Donors
Adrian & Beverley Ehrlich
Aki & Miryam Lapid
Alan & Chagit Croock
Annette Gordon
Anonymous
Arthur & Vivien Wolman
Avi & Rosie Hechter
Basil & Zena Berelowitz
Bebe Feldman
Beryl Schmidt
Bryan & Ruth Slater
Carmen & Meish Arenson
Cecil & Rhoda Zlotnick
Chanan Haberer
David, Jenny, Daniela & Yoni Michalowsky
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Honourees
Les Glassman - In appreciation
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Mendy & Vivienne Weiner - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Irene Slonimsky - 80th Birthday
Pat & Morrie Basker - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Leon & Ellen Altman - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Lucy Plein - 70th Birthday
Daniel Schmidt - 24th Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Evan & Marc
Maurice & Charlotte Alhadeff - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Friedman Shabtai Grolman - 81st Birthday
honouring their
21st birthdays
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Ricky Klein - 70th Birthday
In honour of her 40th Aliyah Anniversary and in appreciation of the
assistance received during the years from the Ratzer, Walters-Blau and
Werber Families
Victor Hirsch - 90th Birthday
Ricky Klein - 70th Birthday
Ami Kline - Birthday
Ma’ayan Kline-Ashush - Birthday
Sha’ked Kline-Biton - Birthday
Cindy Kline - Birthday
Anita Shein - In honour
Lynette Crook - 75th Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Cherryl Schauder - Special Birthday
Hymie Goldblatt - Birthday
Jessel Sundy - 80th Birthday
Kalley Saacks - Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Dr. Gideon Burstein - In honour
Shanie Zive - 80th Birthday
Sid Shapiro - Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Howard & Yehudit Glazer - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Rhona Shein - 70th Birthday
Norman & Barbara Emdin - New Home
Special thanks to
Ashira Chasen - Bat Mitzvah
those who purchased
Norman & Barbara Emdin - New Home
and packed
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
mishlochei manot for
Cecil & Ilana Gorfil - 50th Wedding Anniversary
our lone soldiers!
Kalley Saacks - Special Birthday
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
Jill Sadowsky - 80th Birthday
Prof. Justin Silver - In appreciation
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Joyce & Basil Geller
Joyce & Mervyn Lasovsky
Joyce & Mervyn Lasovsky
Judy Kessel
Leon & Mireille Favish
Lily-Rose Michalowsky
Linda & Zvi Pakter
Lorraine & Mark Bernstein
Louis & Erica Garb
Louise & Jonathan Plutchok and Family
Lynette Shapiro
Malcolm & Maureen Finn
Marlyn & Larry Butchins
Merle Apter
Mervyn & Desiree Galansky
Michael & Sheila Zetler
Michael & Sheila Zetler
Michael & Sheila Zetler
Mike & Loraine Solomon
Monty & Marlene Sacho
Ora Even-Ari
Pat & Cecil Breiter
Phillip & Rochelle Levy
Phillip & Ros Minster
Ray & Zohar Levitan
Rhona & Morris Strauss
Rita Rubin
Rita Rubin
Rochelle Gilbert
Ron & Riwa Lapid
Ron & Riwa Lapid
Ronnie, Ilan & Danny Elkaim
Sheila Swiel & Family
Shirley & Bernard Suskin
Shirley & Bernard Suskin
Shulamit & Berry Schwarz
Shulamit & Berry Schwarz
Steve & Ethyne Handler
Steve & Ethyne Handler
Sue Herr
Sue, Mark, David, Avital, Gabi and all our children
Sydney Joffe & Myra Levin
Sydney Joffe & Myra Levin
Sydney Wolman
Terry & Carol Kessel
Vivian Meyerowitz
Wilfred & Chana Stein
Wilfred & Chana Stein
Yitzchak & Henia Movsowitz
Yossi & Ruth Mor and Family
LONE SOLDIERS FUND
(to assist Southern African & Australian lone soldiers)
Alan & Chagit Croock
Beryl Schmidt
Ethlee Dembo
Jeff Geffen
Joshua & June Joffe
Leon & Mireille Favish
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping
Rae & Dave Kopping

Pat & Morrie Basker - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Leon Krain - Special Birthday
Lola Katz - Special Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Esther Goldfus - Birthday
Ricky Klein - 70th Birthday
Jeff Broide - 70th Birthday
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
Sir Sydney Lipworth & Lady Rosa Lipworth - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Ricky Klein - 70th Birthday
Arthur Wolman – Special Birthday
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
In appreciation of the Telfed Tiyulim team
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
Ethlee Dembo - 80th birthday
Esther Shull - 95th Birthday
Ethlee Dembo - 80th Birthday
Pat & Morris Basker - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Howard & Yehudit Glazer - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Steven Sacho & Ziona Tanzer - In honour
Lynette Crook - Birthday
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
Kalley Saacks - 90th
Phyllis Sachar - 99th Birthday
Birthday - Evan & Alon,
Celebrating their 60th Wedding Anniversary
Hymie & Kaikie Josman, Ivan
Ronnie Kotton - 70th Birthday
& Shirley Kantor, Lorraine &
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
Mark Bernstein, Malcolm &
Frank & Hilda Segal - 61st Wedding Anniversary
Maureen Finn, Merle Apter,
Pat & Cecil Breiter, Rhona
Kalman & Jehudith Lurie - Birthdays
& Morris Strauss, Ronnie,
Marcia Gilbert - 70th Birthday
Ilan and Danny, Sue, Mark,
Arthur Wolman - 80th Birthday
David, Avital, Gabi and all
Shanie Zive - 80th Birthday
our children, Sydney Joffe
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
& Myra Levin, Joshua &
June Joffe, Melanie & Yuval
Arthur Wolman - Special Birthday
Samson, Hertzel & Lola Katz
Cecil Breiter - 80th Birthday
Lynette Crook - 75th Birthday
Elisheva Schwarz & Hagay Zussman - In honour of their marriage
Yitzchak Schwarz - Bar Mitzvah
Janette Jacobson - 75th Birthday
Mark Levinsohn - 60th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Kalley Saacks - Happy, happy 90th Birthday with all our love and best
wishes
Elsa Shap - 80th Birthday
Kalley Saacks - 90th Birthday
Arthur Wolman - Birthday
Honouring Colin Schachat & in appreciation of the concert
Susan Meyer - 70th Birthday
Frankie Myers - 90th Birthday
Sydney Lossin - 90th Birthday
Shabtai Grolman - 81st Birthday
Shmuel Fishman - 70th Birthday
Rae & David Kopping
- Pesach Greetings
to Friends. In loving
memory of Greer-Rose
Sandler (nee Kopping)

Peter Bailey - In honour
Daniel Schmidt - In honour
Rene & Ivan Perel - In appreciation
In loving memory of my ever-beloved wife and best friend, Doreen
Kalley Saacks - Birthday
Lucy Plein - 70th Birthday
Avrille & Ronnie Bresgi and Family - Pesach Greetings
June & Eli Rovetti - Pesach Greetings
Karen & Leonard Yankelowitz - Pesach Greetings
Linda & Asher Saban - Pesach Greetings
Maria Zeff - Pesach Greetings
Neville & Dana Kopping and Children - Pesach Greetings
Shirley Lipschitz - Pesach Greetings
Yelta & Fred Kadish - Pesach Greetings
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Rochie & Frank Myers
Shelley & Tzvi Dwolatzky
The Kloss Family
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Sydney Lossin - 90th Birthday
Jackie Spivack - 70th Birthday
Jackie Spivack - 70th Birthday

HELPING HAND
(for the elderly, families at risk, single parents & families with special needs)
Evan & Marc Friedman
In honour of their 21st Birthdays
Jacqueline Kloss & Family
Marcia Perlroth - 70th Birthday
Wendy & Philip Goldstein
Lynette Crook - 75th Birthday
IN MEMORIAM
Barry & Shely Cohen
Bessie, Mia & Tanya Vlodaver
David & Janet Paz
Egonne Roth
Eric Swerdlow
Gershon Gan & Ifa Levanon
Helayne & Yitzhaki Shedletzky
Howard & Orna Shulman
Hymie & Micky Goldblatt
Ian & Pearl Rogow
Jackie Shmueli & Eli Goodman
Jeannette & Marke Markovitz
Jeannette & Marke Markovitz
Jeff Geffen
Jeffrey Geffen
Jeffrey Geffen
Jeffrey Lederer
Jonathan Lessick
Joseph & Yona Katz
Leon Charney
Lola Kaplan
Rhona & Morris Strauss
Rhona & Morris Strauss
Rose Lurie
Shalva Hayut
Sharon, Asher & Oren Hoffer
Sol & Chana Ben Ami
Uri & Shirley Peled

Arthur Wolman - 80th
In loving memory of Susan Sharon
Birthday - Alan &
In loving memory of Elhanan Vlodaver
Chagit Croock, Bryan
In loving memory of Max Patz
& Ruth Slater, Ernest
In loving memory of Edgar Roth
& Elizabeth Schneider
Kuper, Fonda Dubb,
In loving memory of Tony Swerdlow
Lynette Shapiro,
In loving memory of their parents, Arie & Brina Genn
Gerald & Freda Wolman,
In loving memory of Hilda Luria
Jack & Sarah Goodman,
In memory of The Fallen of Unit 669
Ron & Riwa Lapid,
In loving memory of Michael Jaffe
Sheila Swiel & Family,
Sydney Wolman
In loving memory of Jane & Morris Rogow
In memory of Peter Knightes
In loving memory of Woolf Rakin
Remembering Jojo
In loving memory of my ever-beloved wife and best friend, Doreen
In loving memory of Maish Lapidot
In loving memory of parents, Oscar & Hilda
In loving memory of Benno Lederer
In loving memory of his mother, Claire
In loving memory of David (Dov) Katz
In loving memory of Menorah Charney
In loving memory of Michael Kaplan
In loving memory of Goldie & Melville Levin
In loving memory of Lesley Devorah Waks
In loving memory of Melanie Aronowich
In loving memory of Regina Leftwich
In loving memory of our dear cousin, Maish Lapidot
In loving memory of Sidney Basson
Jeff Fabian - 90th
Birthday - Aki & Miryam
In loving memory of Sylvia Ziman

SUSAN SHARON LONE SOLDIER PROJECT
(to assist lone soldiers upon completion of their army service, as they settle in to civilian life in Israel)
Ari & Sydney Lossin
Barry & Shely Cohen
Barry & Shely Cohen
Carron Sher
Helayne & Yitzhaki Shedletzky
Helayne & Yitzhaki Shedletzky
Helayne Shedletzky
Howard & Orna Shuman
Monty & Marlene Sacho
Peter & Jeanne Bailey
Sharon, Paul & Richard Bernstein
Telfed Tiyul Committee
Telfed Tiyul Committee
The Bernstein Family
Uri & Shirley Peled

Frankie Myers - 90th Birthday
Danny Hakim - 60th Birthday
In loving memory of Susan Sharon
Ian Katz - 60th Birthday
Gerald Wolman - Retirement
In loving memory of Hilda Luria
Celebrating good health and return to work
In memory of the Fallen of the Unit 669
Gilad & Alma - Engagement
Ronnie Kotton - 70th Birthday
Larry Butchins - 70th Birthday
In honour of Adele & Mike Rubin
In honour of Joe & Eve Isaacson
In appreciation of the Savitz Family
In loving memory of dear mother Sylvia Ziman

CARING FOR THE ELDERLY
Alan & Chagit Croock
Barry & Shely Cohen
Cathy & Allan Serchuk
Eric Swerdlow
Hilton & Marie Tapnack
Jeffrey Lederer
Shelley & Tzvi Dwolatzky
Wendy & Philip Goldstein

Dave Kaplan - In honour
Honouring their 25th Aliya Anniversary
In memory of our beloved mom, Celina Serchuk
In loving memory of Tony Swerdlow
Bradley Tapnack - Refua Shlema Umehira
In loving memory of Benno Lederer
Dave Berman - 80th Birthday
Jeannette Goldman - 100th Birthday

Lapid, Avi & Rosie Hechter,
Chanan Haberer , Judy
Kessel, Sue Herr, Alex
& Ilah Bloch, Lesley &
Frances Oshry, Menachem
Aviram, Meyer & June
Jaffe and Family, Moshe
& Rachel Feinsod, Ruth
Kuritzky, The Family of
Pamela and the late Joe
Friedland, Yael Abrahams,
Yonatan & Mira Jaspan
and the Young Jaspans,
Zvi Jaspan and family

Egonne Roth - In
loving memory of
her father, Edgar
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*ARCHIE & BLANCHE ISAACSON MEMORIAL FUND
*BURSARY FUND FOR SOLDIERS
*SCHOLARSHIPS
Barry & Shely Cohen
Egonne Roth
Evan & Marc Friedman
Hilton & Marie Tapnack
Melanie & Yuval Samson
Michael & Tamar Dubb

In honour of Shely’s birthday
In loving memory of Edgar Roth
In honour of their 21st Birthdays
Honouring the marriage of Sandy & Leana
Kalley Saacks - Birthday
In appreciation of Dr. Yaron Bar Ziv

*ISAAC OCHBERG MEMORIAL FUND
*KEREN ALIZA
*MARILYN CHAZAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Phillip & Estelle Chasen

In honour of their grandchildren

*MAURICE OSTROFF MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND
Doddie & Elsa Gordon
Joe Woolf

David Zetler - Birthday
Derek Bowden - 97th Birthday

Ricky Klein - 70th Birthday
- David, Jenny, Daniela &
Yoni Michalowsky, Diane,
Andy, Gadi, Alan, Ayelet &
all the grandchildren, LilyRose Michalowsky, Louise &
Jonathan Plutchok and Family

*MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND
*SAM LEVIN BURSARY FUND
Sol & Chana Ben Ami
Sydney & Ari Lossin

In loving memory of Sidney Basson
Solly Ben Ami - 90th Birthday

*SURF FUND (Special Urgent Relief Fund)
Bobby, Leo & Norman
Hertzel & Lola Katz
Ian & Pearl Rogow
Jackie & Davina Shmueli
Jackie & Davina Shmueli
Jackie Shmueli & Eli Goodman
Josefa & Eitan Kachel
Joseph & Yona Katz
Natalie & Lenny Rome
Norman & Telma Geri
Norman & Telma Geri
Rhona & Morris Strauss
Rusty & Juliet Rostowsky
Rusty & Juliet Rostowsky
Sharon, Asher & Oren Hoffer
Sue Haas & Ephy Chesler

Malcolm Finn – Special Birthday
Kalley Saacks - Birthday
In loving memory of Jane & Morris Rogow
In appreciation of all our friends
Zehava Richter - Birthday
In memory of Peter Knightes
Lola Katz - Special Birthday
In loving memory of David (Dov) Katz
Lola Katz - Birthday
Leon Krain - Special Birthday
Lola Katz - Special Birthday
Lola Katz - Special Birthday
Leon Krain - Special Birthday
Lola Katz - Special Birthday
In loving memory of our dear cousin, Maish Lapidot
Lola Katz - Special Birthday

*PRAS SCHOLARSHIPS
Jackie Freedman

In honour of family and friends

Shely & Barry Cohen Honouring and Remembering

*WOOLF RAKIN MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND (supported by
Rakin Family and Friends)
Jackie Freedman
In honour of family and friends
Renee Rakin & Family
Honouring family and friends
*DENTAL EMERGENCY FUND
TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community initiative)
Alex & Ilah Bloch
Lesley & Frances Oshry
Louis & Erica Garb
Menachem Aviram
Meyer & June Jaffe and Family
Moshe & Rachel Feinsod
Ruth Kuritzky
The Family of Pamela and the late Joe Friedland
Yael Abrahams
Yonatan & Mira Jaspan and the Young Jaspans
Zvi Jaspan and Family

Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Shana & Figgy Katzman - Diamond Wedding Anniversary
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday
Jeff Fabian - 90th Birthday

Lola Katz and Leon KrainSpecial Birthday - Joyce &
Mervyn Lasovsky, Josefa &
Eitan Kachel, Natalie & Lenny
Rome, Norman & Telma
Geri, Rhona & Morris Strauss,
Rusty & Juliet Rostowsky,
Sue Haas & Ephy Chesler

Nuptials
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Clare, daughter of Lilia and Felix Neumann (Pretoria)
married Eyal (son of Yardena and David Livnat
z"l), a former diplomat to South Africa.

Asaf, son of Nate (ex PE) and Paula Levinthal of Karmiel
married Or, daughter of Zvi and Ofra Feuer from Yehud.

Natasha, daughter of Liora and Martin Cohen of
Ma’ale Adumim, granddaughter of Lilla and Harold
Levy of Jerusalem (ex Jhb) married Dolev Avraham,
son of Leah and Ofer Avraham of Petach Tikva.

Gabi, son of Shely and Barry Cohen of Ra'anana
(ex-Johannesburg) married Chaviva, daughter of Joy
and Rabbi Yamin Goldsmith of Beit Shemesh (ex-New York).
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Philip Symon,
Wishing chag sameach
all our clients!
Licensed Builderto (32167),
is "The Perfectionist"
but then a rug-

g e dPhilip
m i nSymon
i n g is your One-Stop Shop for upgrading,
renovating
camp.
Referred and maintaining your property to the
highest
For over thirty years Philip
as the
“cradle standard.
of
Symon has been synonymous with reliability and
Johannesburg”,
Project
Management
and and
expertise.
list of
satisfied clients
it was
where theJoin his long
bring a touch
of class
to yourDevelopment
home.
Project
& Property
started, whereProfessional services include:
Architectural
and engineering plans
gers settled
and
Coordination
and purchase of tiles and fittings
t o w h e rePlumbing
the
demolition electrical work
tiling carpentry aluminum windows
Yiddisher crowd
flooring air-conditioning dry walling
from Kimberley
arrived, seeking painting and partitions
- quite literalCall today for free advice and/or quotes:
ly - the ‘Golden
054 431 5005 / philip_symon@hotmail.com
Madinah’.
Now the plot
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Advice on Aliyah with pets
Question:
Can I bring my pet with me when I make Aliyah?
Answer: You most certainly can! That being said, it requires
some advance preparation and realistic expectations of
costs and the process involved. Certain dog breeds aren’t
allowed in Israel (including Pit Bulls, Staﬃes and Rottweilers)
and pets that may be considered “wildlife” need special
authorisation from The Ministry of Agriculture and the
Israel Nature and Parks Authority. Many olim recommend
travelling on the same flight as your pet as this is both
convenient and cost-effective. There are pet emigration
companies that can assist – a list of these can be found
online (www.ipata.org).Please note the following:
· Your pet should be vaccinated for rabies within the year
and will need a positive rabies serological test.
· Your pet will require an electronic chip (please ensure the

Job opening at Telfed

Administrator: Scholarships and Endowments.
Part time position starting June 2019.
For full job description and requirements, visit:
http://www.telfed.org.il/JobsOfferedPage.

subcutaneous chip meets requirements).
· Veterinary import licenses are necessary when bringing
multiple or exotic pets.
· A Veterinary Certificate for Entering Israel should be
completed by your vet.
· It is necessary to contact the Ramla Quarantine Station
& Veterinary Services at Ben Gurion Airport with relevant
documentation ahead of departure (email: vs-airport@
moag.gov.il or tel: +972 3 9792240) and pets can only
travel with authorisation from the Veterinary Services of
the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture.
· Cabin or cargo travel will be determined by the size of
your pet.
· Contact Telfed's Aliyah advisor for more info:
daniela@telfed.org.il

Classifieds
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All classified advertisements have to be paid in advance of
publication. For payment by Credit Card, please contact
Shireen Burt at Telfed Magazine production: 09 7907819
Accommodation

Joffe Jankelowitz
Insurance Agency (2010) Ltd.
Elementary: Car, House,
Business & Travel
Private Health: Health Insurance
and Frail Care (Siudi)
Life: Life & Mortgage insurance,
Pension funds, Hishtalmut & Gemel
for self employed (Atzmaim)
Tel: 03-9292790/4 Fax 03-6329116
mark@joffeins.co.il 052-2454662
Harold@joffeins.co.il 052-3508292
Beit Egoz, 19 Efal St, Kiryat Arye Petach Tikva 4951119

Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya Pituach, Jerusalem and
Netanya, website www.rentisrael.com, info@rentisrael.com
(050) 711-7967 voip, (416) 630-9639 skype caryfox1
Catering
Fonda’s Catering – catering for all occasions. Offering
certified Kosher catering from Fonda’s at Meatland for all
your catering needs from Britot to Weddings. For further
information, contact Nicky 052-8488678
Tel-Aviv on foot
Not just a walking tour but one with a difference… an
exciting experience you’ll want to share with family and
friends. Call me: Eldad Levine – eldadlevine@yahoo.com
050-5292938
DISCLAIMER: Telfed (SAZF Israel) provides classifieds as a service to
the public. We do not make any representations or warranties of any
kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability
or suitability of the products or services advertised. Any reliance you
place on such information is therefore at your discretion.
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Harold Rabkin (z”l)
Harold was born in Fishhoek on 19
November 1930 to Fanny and Yudel
Rabkin, the second of four sons.
After studying at Sacs School, where
he excelled in mathematics, Harold
went on to study accountancy at UCT,
where he met his future wife Molly.
They married in 1956. Over the years,
Harold established himself as a senior
partner in a respected accountancy firm in Cape Town. He was
always a keen and gifted sportsman, having represented South
Africa in the 1977 Maccabi Games as a key member of the bowls
team. Even in his later years, Harold made time for swimming and
gym. Harold was always an active community worker. He served
on the board of Highlands House (Jewish Retirement Home),
Herzlia School and was one of the founders of Glendale, a Jewish
special needs home. Molly and Harold made Aliyah in 1988,
following their children Jeffrey and Ilana. Harold immediately
became active in the local community serving on committees at
Telfed and Beth Protea where he helped determine the essential
financial requirements of the local community. He was always
modest and discrete, respectful of everyone he worked with.
Living at Beth Protea, where most residents feel they have earned
the right to take it easy, this was not the case with Harold as
he continued to work as a senior accountant in a major Israeli
legal practice well into his 80s. Harold was a devoted father,
grandfather and great grandfather to his five grandchildren and
his first great grandson.
A true gentleman and valuable member of the community, we
will all miss him. MHDSRP.
Ivor Wolf

Harry Whiteson (z”l)
Harry was born in Johannesburg, South Africa. After completing
high school, he was accepted to study architecture at Wits
University in 1948, where I had the pleasure of meeting him.
We spent the next five years together and, along with a few other
Jewish students, we constituted a close group. Upon graduating
in 1953, we went our separate ways and reconnected again in
Israel, where both our families were living in Savyon. Over time,
five of this original group eventually came on Aliyah- including
Harry in 1961. The Whiteson family suffered a great loss when
their first son, Paul z”l, was killed in a tank accident while serving
in the IDF armoured division.
Harry was very active in Telfed over the years as both the designer
of the Telfed building in Ra`anana and an active member of the
Isrentco. Harry practiced architecture from their home where
he was later joined by their son Jesse who is also an architect.
He worked almost to his last day. Harry is survived by his wife
Rima and his children Jesse and Daniella. Deepest condolences
to the family.
Leon Charney
Isaac Bloch (z”l)
Personable, optimistic and a leader
with a genuine concern for the wellbeing of others. He was a staunch
supporter of Israel and communal
organisations. Isaac left an indelible
mark on everyone who knew him. He
was born in Cape Town and studied at
UCT, following which he obtained an
MBA from Columbia University (USA) – a notable achievement
in those days. He became a successful real estate developer
in Israel, working closely with Jewish and non-Jewish South
Africans, all of whom had the utmost respect for him. Isaac
was the pillar of his family, evident in the close relationships
he enjoyed with his children, grandchildren and siblings and
his devotion to his beloved wife, Hannah. The invaluable role
he played as one of the founders and a past Chairman of Beth
Protea and as an active member of Telfed’s Housing Committee
reflect his commitment to the South African community in
Israel. Isaac’s passing leaves a void in the lives of many and in
the community of Southern Africans in Israel. We extend our
sincerest condolences to Hannah, Shelley, Alon and family.

Telfed Chairman Batya Shmukler, members of the Directorate, Executive Council and Staff express heartfelt condolences
to families whose loved ones have passed away in recent months.
Max Kahn (Ra’anana)
Hilda Sidelsky (Mevasseret Zion)
Seymour Fisher (Ra’anana)
Harry Whiteson (Savyon)
Boaz Menashe (Herzliya)
Braham Goldman (Netanya)
Ena Joss (Herzliya)
Isaac Bloch (Herzliya)
Lionel Birkan (Tel Aviv)
Deanna Diamond (Ra’anana)
Saul Medan Kussel (Ma’alot)
John Lehman (Rehovot)
Simon Meyerowitz (Netanya)
Harold Frankel (Rishon leZion)
Amiad Yisrael Ish-ran (Jerusalem)
Eli Klass (Even Yehuda)
Rachel Vituli (Kfar Monash)
Bernie Cowen (Rishon Lezion)
Marcelle Fisher (Hod Hasharon)
Leslie Mankowitz (Ra’anana)
Harold Rabkin (Herzliya)
Sydney Basson (Orot)
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Swimming through the generations
Wishing chag sameach
to all our clients!

Grade 7 student, Eva Datnow made Aliyah
with her family from Cape Town in 2016.
Jumping into the deep end came naturally
to Eva who joined a swimming club soon
after her arrival in Israel, despite her inability
to speak a word of Hebrew. Eva believes
that this experience not only advanced her
swimming skills but helped her progress
with her Hebrew and integration too. Eva
was excited to join a swimming club with
outstanding coaches and facilities. As her family is shabbat observant,
she was unable to participate in competitions in South Africa. Thankfully
in Israel this is no longer a limitation and for the second consecutive year,
Eva has won a bronze medal in the Israel Championships in the 100m
backstroke event. What is Eva's advice for future swimming champs?
'You need to love it if you want to succeed. A lot of parents force their
children to swim but if you don't enjoy it is a lot of hard work and no fun.'

Project Management and
Project & Property Development

Easy access to training facilities was not
always the case, as Leon Glasser wrote to
Telfed. ‘I did Machal on Kibbutz Sde Eliyahu.
In 1957 we were invited to compete in the
Army Championships in swimming and
water polo. I had played first league water
polo for WITS but I had to get fit again and
the kibbutz had no pool. So, I trained in
the fish ponds! I always liked gefilte fish
but training with carp was a fishy and slimy
way to get fit.' 45 years later, Leon’s grandchildren signed him up for
the swimming pool in Gush Etzion. 'I competed in the Hapoel Alifut in
2002 and won 2 gold and 1 silver, exactly like I did in Machal in 1957”.
Leon has continued his swimming successes in the Maccabiah Games.
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One of Israel’s Master Swimmers has proven
that swimming is a sport that one can begin
at any stage of life. South African-born Rona
Joffe was not a swimmer until rehabilitation
for a slipped disc necessitated time in the
pool. Her love for the sport grew from there
and swimming has become an integral part
of Rona’s life. Her thrice weekly training
has paid off and Rona (who has proudly
represented Israel in the international
arena) is a 4 times European Masters Champion. In a recent European
Championship held in Slovenia, Rona was the winner of 5 medals. The
only ex South African in a dedicated group of masters swimmers, Rona
encourages anyone with an interest in swimming to dive in!

Recipes
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SA-born pastry chef, Tamara Russell, shifted her focus to
healthy eating. Inspired by her late mom, Freda Koppel z”l,
Tamara shares her passion for healthy and delicious food at
her cooking classes and has shared scrumptious salmon and
brisket recipes with us.
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Perfect For Pesach Amazing
Savory Crackers
2 – 2 ½ cups ground almonds*
1/4 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoons olive oil
1 egg

* This is approximately 200 grams of ground almonds. You may need a little extra if using a very large egg.

1: Mix dry ingredient together, add the olive oil and egg, and mix to make a soft dough.
2: Refrigerate for 10 minutes, then place dough on a sheet of baking paper, and cover with a second sheet of
paper to prevent sticking while rolling.
3: Roll out till approximately 3 mm thick, then cut into squares, place on a paper-lined baking tray, and bake at
170 C for approximately 15 minutes till lightly golden.
4: Allow to cool then remove from paper and store in an airtight container.
COOK’S NOTES: Recipe makes approximately 30 crackers depending how large you cut them. This dough can also be

used to make a savory quiche base. Add extra flavor with the addition of garlic or onion powder, chopped rosemary, or
grated Parmesan. Post-Pesach I slightly reduce the amount of ground almonds and add 1/3 cup sesame seeds. As another
alternative, I ask the local nut shop to grind pumpkin seeds and sunflower seeds together to make a seed flour, and I use
a mix of ground almonds, sesame seeds and seed flour. Simply delicious for year-round enjoyment and gluten-free too.

Chag Sameach from your friends at Meatland

for Kids
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Pesach
Sudoku
for
Beginners
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Help the bee find the flower

Springtime word search
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hide n seek

SUNSHINE
NATURE

to sharpen your skills as
you prepare to search for
the afikoman, can you find
4 matzot hidden in the
magazine?

HOLIDAYS
HIKING
BEES
FLOWERS

word game

how many words can you make with the letters

BERESHEET

?

TARGET: Can you make at least 6 three letter words, 5 four letter words, 4 five letter words, 1 six letter word, 1 seven letter word?

Did you know? Since biblical times, gazelles have inhabited the land of Israel. There

are 3 types of gazelles in Israel - the Palestine mountain gazelle, the Arava mountain gazelle and
the dorcas gazelle. Gazelles can be spotted in the Galilee, Golan Heights, Judean Desert, the Negev,
Arava and the Yotvata Hai-Bar Nature Reserve. Mothers give birth in the spring and hide their fawns
in long grass. If you see a fawn in the wild, remember not to touch it and to move away as quickly as
you can so that its mother can return.

RAPHAEL RECANATI
INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL
at IDC HERZLIYA

Shannon Zulberg
BA Business & Economics
Johannesburg
Demi Sher
BA Communications
Cape Town

Dina Zollman
BA Business
Administration
Johannesburg

Elijah Greenhill
BA Entrepreneurship & Business
Johannesburg
Jaime Locketz
BA Communications
Cape Town
Tali Kadish
BA Psychology
Johannesburg

LIVE IN ISRAEL, STUDY IN ENGLISH
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS (double major)
COMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER SCIENCE (BSc)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP & BUSINESS (double major)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (BA) & COMPUTER SCIENCE (BSc)
(double major)
• GOVERNMENT
• GOVERNMENT & SUSTAINABILITY (double major)
• PSYCHOLOGY

UNDERGRADUATE

INFO
SESSIONS

PASSOVER INFO SESSION
Wednesday, April 24, 15:00
Tuesday, June 4, 17:30
Thursday, July 18, 17:30

ONE SEMESTER / ONE YEAR / FULL DEGREE

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
MA

•
•
•
•

COUNTER-TERRORISM & HOMELAND SECURITY STUDIES
DIPLOMACY & CONFLICT STUDIES
FINANCIAL ECONOMICS
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR & DEVELOPMENT (OBD)

GLOBAL • INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP
MBA
• STRATEGY & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
MBA

• ONE-YEAR MBA
• MBA HEALTHCARE INNOVATION

www.rris.idc.ac.il
RSVP +972-9-960-2700
rris.registrar@idc.ac.il

